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After the interjections and miscommunications 
of “Aeolus,” the eighth episode of Ulysses ap-
pears refreshingly unified. The subheads of the 
previous chapter had announced a new kind of 
narrative: mocking, evasive, and evidently dis-
tinct from the consciousness of either of Joyce’s 
protagonists. In “Lestrygonians,” however, we 
remain reassuringly close to Bloom, as he wan-
ders around central Dublin, looking for lunch. 
There is little in the way of action. Bloom am-
bles down Sackville Street (now O’Connell 
Street, still the city’s main thoroughfare), and 
crosses the Liffey into the south side of the 

city. He stops to feed some birds, observes 
some men advertising a local business, meets 
his wife’s friend, passes some Dublin notables, 
window-shops in Grafton Street, and goes to 
the Burton restaurant to eat. Put off by the 
dining habits of the “[m]en, men, men” in-
side (161; 8:653), he continues instead to Davy 
Byrne’s pub for a cheese sandwich and a glass 
of wine. At the chapter’s end, as he approaches 
the National Library to copy a design for the 
Keyes advertisement described in “Aeolus,” the 
sight of a strolling Blazes Boylan brings him 
close to panic.
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The most striking element of the episode is not 
the plot, but the glut of food imagery, metaphors, 
and idioms that distinguish “Lestrygonians” 
from other early chapters. These can be quite 
simple: Bloom thinks of the police marching “[g]
oosestep” when he sees them “[l]et out to graze” 
(154–55; 8:407, 410). Or they can be more in-
volved: the nationalist politician Charles Stewart 
Parnell let his supporters “go to pot” (157; 8:511); 
his brother, appearing in this episode with a  
“[h]aunting face,” looks as though he had “[e]
aten a bad egg,” hence Bloom’s quip, “[p]oached 
eyes on ghost” (157; 8:502, 508). There are lit-
erally hundreds of similar examples, and while 
many have been noted and tabulated,1 part of 
the pleasure for “Lestrygonians” readers comes 
in finding these out for themselves. But it is 
worth reflecting on the function this language 
serves.

1 See e.g. C. H. Peake, James Joyce, the Citizen, and the 
Artist (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1977), 
200–1.

Joyce apparently gave a physiological ex-
planation for this profusion, telling his friend 
Frank Budgen that Bloom’s thoughts have an 
“underthought of food” because he is “walking 
towards his lunch.”2 However, the alimentary 
obsession is by no means restricted to Bloom’s 
interior monologue. Third-person narrative 
descriptions also use food and related imagery 
– the river’s “treacly swells” (146; 8:89), “the 
baking causeway” (160; 8:616), the blind strip-
ling’s “herringbone tweed” (173; 8:1106–7), the 
statue’s “cream curves of stone” (175; 8:1180) 
– and Joyce has other characters ladle on the 
food expressions too. Mrs Breen’s children 
are not just well but “[a]ll on the baker’s list” 
(149; 8:211). Nosey Flynn notes Boylan’s “slice 
of luck” backing a “little kipper” of a boxer 
(165; 8:800–2), and appraises Molly’s figure to 
Davy Byrne – ”[p]lover’s on toast” – asserting 

2 Frank Budgen, James Joyce and the Making of “Ulysses,” 
and Other Writings (1934; London: Oxford University 
Press, 1972), 21.
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that Bloom “doesn’t buy cream on the ads he 
picks up. You can make bacon of that” (169; 
8:952–56). Paddy Leonard continues in the 
same vein when he enters the pub: “Lord love 
a duck […] Tell us if you’re worth your salt” 
(170; 8:1006–18).

Since Bloom is altogether absent for most 
of these exchanges, having disappeared from 
the Davy Byrne’s mise en scène when he visits 
the toilet, the rather literal, character-based 
justification for this gastronomic excess, as 
reported by Budgen, must evidently be taken 
with a pinch of Leonard’s salt. In fact, Joyce’s 
extended use of food imagery binds the chap-
ter’s various elements – plot, theme, setting, 
characterization, and Homeric correspond-
ence – which all, in some way, center on food.

The Homeric scene to which the 
“Lestrygonians” title alludes comes from Book 
10 of the Odyssey. Arriving in Lestrygonia, 
Odysseus cannily moors his ship outside the 
harbor before sending ahead to discover “what 
manner of men they were who here live upon 
the earth by bread.”3 This epithet for humans 
is ironically inappropriate, as no sooner has 
King Antiphates invited Odysseus‘s men into 
his hall, than he snatches one up for his midday 
meal: the Lestrygonians turn out to be giants 
with a taste for human flesh. Rushing out to 
the harbor, they hurl rocks at Odysseus‘s fleet, 
“and like folk spearing fishes they bare home 
their hideous meal.” Odysseus flees with his 
small surviving company, “stricken at heart.”4

The escape is echoed by Bloom’s breathless 
dodging of Boylan – “My heart […] Safe!” (175; 
8:1190–93) – and the carnage in Antiphates’ 
hall by Bloom’s experience in the Burton. Here 
he enters, “heart astir” (161; 8:650), and halts 
at the smells of meat and men. He watches the 
diners with mounting disgust, put off by the 
bad table manners, the meat-heavy fare, and 
the fermented scent of spit, beer, piss, and cig-
arette smoke (161; 8:650–51). Placing Bloom 
at the edge of this gluttonous display, Joyce 
helps us to share his protagonist’s revulsion, 

3 S. H. Butcher and A. Lang, The Odyssey of Homer Done 
into English Prose (1890; New York: Macmillan, 1906), 
156.

4 Ibid., 157.

with grisly descriptions of the food, and bes-
tial imagery portraying the eaters in all their 
crude corporality, gorging in spasms on gristle 
and bone. “Out,” thinks Bloom, at last: “I hate 
dirty eaters” (162; 8:696).

While the excess of language brings this scene 
close to the grotesque, it is not immediately 
clear that there is a satirical target. Some have 
read it as evidence of Bloom’s latent vegetarian-
ism.5 Leaving the Burton, he reflects upon the 
brutality of the meat industry in which, as clerk 
for Cuffe the cattle trader (633; 17:484–485), he 
was once employed; he also thinks in more sym-
pathetic terms of the contemporary vegetarian 
movement he had dismissed earlier in the epi-
sode. Yet such scruples are uncharacteristic of 
Bloom, despite his compassion for animals here 
and elsewhere in the novel. His relish for the 
“inner organs of beasts and fowls” (53; 4:1–2) is 
the first thing we learn about him in “Calypso,” 
and he is looking forward to liver and bacon for 
lunch before he enters the Burton. That he opts 
instead for a vegetarian meal in Davy Byrne’s 
could be taken for a conversion, were he not so 
soon back to his old ways, savoring the liver and 
bacon in the Ormond Hotel in “Sirens” (258; 
11:499), and dashing back into the butcher’s in 
“Circe” to buy such midnight snacks as a “luke-
warm pig’s crubeen” and a “cold sheep’s trotter” 
(413; 15:158–59). 

So what explains his change of heart in 
“Lestrygonians,” beyond the dictates of the 
Homeric parallel? In the schema Joyce sent to 
Carlo Linati in 1920, he gave “dejection” as the 
“[s]ense” or “[m]eaning” of this chapter,6 and 
across the episode Bloom is increasingly de-
pressed by his own situation, and, more generally, 
by a vision of human existence as mere process: 
“we stuffing food in one hole and out behind” 
(168; 8:929). This despondence colors all that 
he perceives and ponders, and it is here, in the 
fluctuations of Bloom’s state of mind, that the 
uneventful episode gains its dramatic strength. 
At his nadir, the goings on of local life, civic and 

5 E.g. Marguerite M. Regan, “‘Wegebobbles and Fruit’: 
Bloom’s Vegetarian Impulses,” Texas Studies in Literature 
and Language 51:4 (2009), 463–75.

6 Richard Ellmann, appendix, Ulysses on the Liffey (1972; 
London: Faber, 1974), n.p.
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personal, seem to Bloom insignificant against 
this pointless cycle of consumption and excre-
tion. Dignam’s death (“carted off”; 156; 8:479), 
Mina Purefoy’s labor (“groaning to have a child 
tugged out of her”; 156; 8:480), Molly’s appoint-
ment with Boylan (“[u]seless to go back”; 160; 
8:633), political activism (“[u]seless words”; 156; 
8:477), the pursuit of knowledge (“[n]ever know 
anything about it. Waste of time”; 159; 8:581): 
all appear part of a fruitless procession that ends 
in defeat. “No one is anything” (157; 8:493).

Bloom’s pessimistic vision gains its particu-
lar shade by his experience of a contempor-
ary political reality, as an Irishman in the age 
of British rule, stricken at heart like Odysseus. 
An oppressive police presence looms physic-
ally and mentally in this episode, and Joyce’s 
designation of constables as the “symbol” of 
the chapter makes sense7: they too appear as 
avatars of Homer’s voracious monsters, with 
their “[f]oodheated faces, sweating helmets, 
patting their truncheons” (154; 8:407–8). 
Recalling the time he was chased by mounted 
police for joining a protest against the British 
Colonial Secretary Joseph Chamberlain, and 
contemplating the city’s many informants and 
agents provocateurs “drawing secret service 
pay from the castle” (155; 8:444), Bloom is 
situated as a colonized subject under empire, 
which compounds his feeling of powerlessness 
in “Lestrygonians”: “Things go on same; day 
after day: squads of police marching out, back” 
(156; 8:477–78). Where Bloom is elsewhere 
equivocal in his attitude towards Britain, here 
he views this system as just one of a meaning-
less run of social orders, founded in common 
upon exploitation (157; 8:486–92). Beyond 
any parallel with Homer, it is perhaps this dis-
quieting vision of history as sheer rapacity that 
explains Bloom’s distaste at the Burton scene, 
where “[e]very fellow” appears “for his own, 
tooth and nail […] Eat or be eaten. Kill! Kill!” 
(162; 8:701–3).

Joyce’s Linati schema refers to the episode’s 
“peristaltic prose.”8 Peristalsis is a physiologic-
al term for the waves of muscular contrac-
tion and relaxation that propel food along the 

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid.

gastrointestinal tract, and while the thematic 
relevance to “Lestrygonians” is clear, it is not 
so obvious how this relates to the prose. In 
the first book-length study of Ulysses, Stuart 
Gilbert connected it to Bloom’s halting pro-
gress through the city, and to the cycles of 
social growth and decay that deject him – to 
everything, that is, but the prose. In the years 
since, other critics have proposed more in-
genious explanations, for instance mapping 
Bloom’s route to a figurative journey from the 
mouth to anus of a “gigantic female organism,” 
and reading the oscillation between exterior 
and interior viewpoints as a stylistic reflection 
of the digestive process.9

In fact, this oscillation characterizes what 
Joyce described as the novel’s “initial style,” the 
dominant narrative approach for around the 
first ten episodes of Ulysses (L I 129).10 Its typ-
ical pattern is a lead sentence of external nar-
ration, presenting Bloom in relation to a place, 
person or object, followed by a number of short 
sentences of interior monologue, prompted 
by the object and progressing towards a limit-
ed number of preoccupations: Molly, Boylan, 
and, to a lesser extent, other family members; 
advertisements and commodities; religion, es-
pecially in its material aspects; civic schemes; 
Irish politics, and the colonial situation; and, in 
“Lestrygonians,” poverty, hunger, food, and the 
lives of the well-to-do. The approach takes the 
reader’s attention for granted, providing almost 
no exposition, and presenting both the inner 
and the outer worlds with the illusion of im-
mediacy. Food imagery aside, “Lestrygonians” 
is generally consistent with other “initial style” 
episodes.

Yet the chapter is not without its own chal-
lenges, particularly for the first-time reader. It 
has a higher proportion of interior monologue 
to external narration than any other episode 

9 Stuart Gilbert, James Joyce’s “Ulysses”: A 
Study (New York: Vintage, 1955), 208; Aida 
Yared, “Eating and Digesting ‘Lestrygonians’: 
A Physiological Model of Reading,” James Joyce 
Quarterly 46: 3–4 (2009), 469–70.

10 The classic account of the development of 
Joyce’s narrative approach to Ulysses is Michael 
Groden, “Ulysses” in Progress (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1977).
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except “Proteus,” and the mode is here main-
tained at far greater length.11 This technique, 
perfected if not quite invented by Joyce, is per-
haps less intimidating for today’s readers, after 
a century of adoption and adaptation by other 
writers. Yet it remains formidable, demanding 
the reader’s active engagement in tracing the 
connections and interplay between Bloom’s in-
ner world – his perceptions, thoughts, memo-
ries and ideas – and his surroundings.

For example, in one of the two longest para-
graphs, Bloom observes a local advertising 
spectacle:

A procession of whitesmocked sandwichmen 
marched slowly towards him along the gutter, 
scarlet sashes across their boards. Bargains. 
Like that priest they are this morning: we have 
sinned: we have suffered. He read the scarlet 
letters on their five tall white hats: H. E. L. Y. S. 
Wisdom Hely’s. Y lagging behind drew a chunk 
of bread from under his foreboard, crammed 
it into his mouth and munched as he walked. 
Our staple food. Three bob a day, walking along 
the gutters, street after street. Just keep skin 
and bone together, bread and skilly. They are 
not Boyl: no, M’Glade’s men. Doesn’t bring in 
any business either. I suggested to him about 
a transparent showcart with two smart girls 
sitting inside writing letters. (147; 8:123–32)

This opens with a third-person, past-tense de-
scription of men in white clothing, carrying 
sandwichboards that bear advertising material, 
located in relation to Bloom. The one-word 
sentence, “Bargains,” signals the shift to interi-
or monologue, as Bloom reads from the boards; 
he is reminded of the priest he saw in “Lotus 
Eaters” with “[l]etters on his back: […] I. H. S.” 
(78; 5:372), and thinks again of the explanation 
Molly gave for the acronym, “I have sinned: or 
no: I have suffered” (78; 5:373).

A brief return to the third person orients 
Bloom’s reading of the letters on the men’s 
hats, “H. E. L. Y. S.,” spelled out in the text to 
suggest his sequential comprehension. With 
another short sentence, he identifies the adver-
tised company as Wisdom Hely’s, for whom, 

11 Eric Bulson, “Ulysses by Numbers,” Representations 
127:1 (2014), 15.

as we know from Ned Lambert’s comment in 
“Hades” (102; 6:703), Bloom once worked as 
a traveling salesman. Then comes a sentence 
describing the man in the “Y” hat, evidently 
focalized through Bloom, since it prompts the 
reflections that follow, but again external, in 
the third-person past tense, with the somewhat 
unBloomian vocabulary, “foreboard.” For the 
rest of the paragraph, all is interior. Bloom’s 
thoughts move from the bread the man is eating 
(punning on the wares of Hely’s the stationer, 
with “staple food”?), to the poor wages of sand-
wichmen, close to the breadline. He wonders if 
they work for “Boyl” – short for Boylan, who 
owns a billsticking company (685; 17:2206–7) – 
but decides quickly upon M’Glade, a real-life 
billsticking and advertising agent. Suppressing 
further thoughts of his rival, Boylan, Bloom re-
calls his disagreements with Hely over his ad-
vertising ideas for the company: these include 
a transparent show-cart, of the kind used to 
exhibit animals at the fair, displaying “[s]mart 
girls writing something” in order to “catch the 
eye” (147; 8:133–34). We learn that Hely did 
not take up the suggestion.

This passage exemplifies some of the chal-
lenges in getting to grips with Joyce’s “initial 
style.” First, there is the difficulty in negoti-
ating Dublin as setting. Like other early epi-
sodes, “Lestrygonians” presents a congeries of 
real-life material: local figures and personages, 
buildings and landmarks, shops, businesses, 
news items, and advertisements. These are 
sometimes named and located by the external 
narrator, but conventional explanatory detail is 
either omitted, or refracted through Bloom’s 
interior monologue – leading into the second 
challenge. The partial, aggregate nature of the 
interior monologue requires a certain kind of 
reader, willing to return to whichever earlier 
scenes inform Bloom’s present thoughts, to re-
tain a seemingly obscure detail pending later 
context or clarification, and to follow the sub-
jective links between his observations, ideas, 
and memories. While this gives the reader an 
unusually active role in the construction of the 
narrative, it is a painstaking process, and there 
is enough to do for newcomers to Ulysses in 
grasping the details of Bloom’s perceptions on 
the one side, and his environment on the other.
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Yet there is a third challenge for the reader, 
which consists in detecting and exploring the 
gaps and disjunctions between the inner world 
and the outer. In this example, Bloom tells 
himself that Wisdom Hely rejected his ad sug-
gestion “because he didn’t think of it himself 
first” (147; 8:137). Here and elsewhere, Bloom 
considers himself an innovative advertiser, and 
while his showcart idea may not be as original 
as he thinks, following the nineteenth-century 
vogue for such Barnum, his thoughts about 
advertising elsewhere in the novel are indeed 
relatively progressive, reflecting Joyce’s re-
search into the psychological theories that 
transformed the field in the first decades of 
the twentieth century. But whatever the merits 
of Bloom’s ideas, his insistence upon sharing 
them with the owner of one of Dublin’s larg-
est stationers is presumptuous, given that his 
position as “traveller for blottingpaper” (102; 
6:703) is not related to advertising. Across 
the novel, Joyce creates such gaps as these, 
 between Bloom’s self-conceptions, and his po-
sition as perceived by others. Here we see a 
minor example, comically revealing something 
of the “Mister Knowall” tendencies that we are 
later told cost Bloom his job with Cuffe (302; 
12:838). Elsewhere the situation is more seri-
ous, as in the “Cyclops” episode, where Bantam 
Lyons’s mistaken belief that Bloom gave him 
a winning betting tip – first asserted in Davy 
Byrne’s pub, when Bloom is off-stage (170; 
8:1023) – leads the unwitting abstainer towards 
an anti-Semitic attack.

Bloom has advanced in his advertising career 
from his earlier position as traveling salesman. 
But as a canvasser for Freeman’s Journal Ltd, 
his involvement with Dublin’s advertising in-
dustry remains limited, consisting not in the 
lucrative enterprise enjoyed by the freelance 
agent – placement, space brokerage, or de-
sign – but in the negotiation of terms between 
the newspaper and the advertiser. On one level, 
Joyce’s choice of career for his protagonist is 
part of his characterization of Bloom as a man 
on the margins of civic life, whose forward-
looking ideas are undervalued by his fellow 
citizens. At the same time, it signals a radical 
shift in his depiction of Dublin life itself. In A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, the capital’s 

commercial activity is all but invisible, restrict-
ed to the transactions of prostitutes and street-
sellers, a “sordid tide of life” that Stephen seeks 
to avoid, whether through the abnegations of 
the religious retreat, the intellectual hauteur of 
scholasticism, or through his final escape to the 
continent (P 82). In Ulysses, we see a city that is 
more recognizably modern, a developed com-
modity culture in which Bloom, both at work 
and at leisure, participates fully.

From the moment he leaves his house in 
“Calypso,” to the time of his return in “Ithaca,” 
Bloom is immersed in this commodity cul-
ture; at home his immersion continues with 
his dream of Flowerville (667; 17:1580), a con-
sumerist reverie of domestic luxury. But it is 
“Lestrygonians” that brings him to the heart of 
Ireland’s emerging consumer culture, “Grafton 
street gay with housed awnings” (160; 8:614). 
When Stephen walks here in Portrait, it is a 
scene of “discouraged poverty,” colored by his 
dismissal of a “hoydenish” girl selling flowers 
on the street (P 154). For Bloom, by contrast, 
it is a scene of excitement and yearning, his 
senses “lured” by the commodities on display. 
He envisages purchase as he stands outside a 
high-end store, dressing up his wife in the rich 
material he sees: “Gleaming silks, petticoats on 
slim brass rails, rays of flat silk stockings.” The 
language is as opulent as the goods described – 
“silkwebs, silver, rich fruits spicy from Jaffa” 
(160; 8:631–2, 635) – and Bloom’s sensual in-
dulgence runs inexorably into sexual fantasy, 
less of any particular act or encounter (though 
Molly is there throughout), and more of sex 
as an abstract force, culminating in Joyce’s fa-
mously crafted description: “Perfume of em-
braces all him assailed. With hungered flesh 
obscurely, he mutely craved to adore” (160; 
8:638–39). 

We are no longer in Stephen’s dreary do-
main, but in the spectacular, libidinal realm 
of consumerism; the commodity is no longer 
mere merchandise, “trivial and obvious,” but 
what Guy Debord defines as “materialised il-
lusion,” psychologically complex and “full of 
metaphysical subtleties.”12 Ulysses is the first 
major novel to present commodities in such 

12 Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle, trans. Ken 
Knabb (London: Rebel Press, 2004), 23, 17.
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a way, intelligible to later theories of capital-
ist modernity, and the climax of consumerist 
desire in this episode suggests another way of 
understanding Joyce’s invocation of Homer’s 
insatiably consuming Lestrygonians. But if 
Bloom is swayed by the appetites of late capi-
talism, Joyce’s representation of Dublin’s com-
modity culture also carries a sharp political 
bite.

At the chapter’s opening, Bloom observes a 
Christian Brothers schoolboy buying confec-
tionary from Graham Lemon’s sweetshop, un-
der the displayed royal warrant: “Lozenge and 
comfit manufacturer to His Majesty the King” 
(144; 8:3–4). From the start, the consumption 
of commodities is located within the econom-
ic context of the British Empire. Taking the 
warranted claim to its comical conclusion by 
picturing the monarch sitting on the throne 
 sucking his favorite throat sweets, Bloom per-
haps diminishes the grandeur of the King of 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland and Emperor of India. But as critics 
have noted, the image of the king “sucking red 
jujubes white” also carries sinister overtones, 
invoking the contemporary trope of the vam-
piric colonizer draining Ireland’s resources.13 

As Joyce argued in a series of articles he 
published in the Trieste press in 1907, the 
British imperial enterprise was inseparable 
from its commercial activity.14 In the earlier 
stages of colonization, the main objective was 
to secure raw materials for the motherland. 
From the nineteenth century, as Britain’s com-
modity culture proliferated, the colonies were 
also maintained as new markets for British 
goods. In effect, manufacturers converted the 
raw materials garnered from the colonies into 
pricier, branded commodities, which were then 
shipped back, tariff-free, to colonial consumers. 

Joyce gives a precise instance of this system 
in Ulysses, with the British product, Plumtree’s 
Potted Meat. The brand looms over Bloom for 
the duration of the novel, from his first read-

13 Trevor L. Williams, “‘Hungry Man is an Angry 
Man’: A Marxist Reading of Consumption in Joyce’s 
Ulysses,” Mosaic: An Interdisciplinary Critical Journal 99:1 
(1993), 99.

14 See e.g. “Home Rule Comes of Age,” (OCPW 
142–44).

ing of its sexually suggestive advertisement in 
“Lotus Eaters” (72; 5:144), to his return home 
in “Ithaca,” where he finds an empty pot in the 
kitchen and crumbs in the marital bed, evi-
dence of Boylan’s cheap date with Molly (627–
28, 683; 17:304, 2124–25). Bloom’s grievances 
are personal and, as we see in “Lestrygonians,” 
professional: he questions the cadaverous con-
notations brought to the product by the ad’s 
placement “[u]nder the obituary notices” in the 
newspaper, “[w]hat a stupid ad!” (163; 8:743). 
But they are also political. Sitting in Davy 
Byrne’s, Bloom looks at the potted meat on the 
shelf, and wonders, “Lord knows what concoc-
tion” (163; 8:749–50). His suspicion is justified. 
By the turn of the twentieth century, Britain 
was importing millions of tons of live animals 
and carcasses from its colonies in North and 
South America, Australia, New Zealand, and 
Ireland. While much of this meat was for do-
mestic consumption, a large portion, particu-
larly the offal and what Bloom describes as 
the “[b]yproducts of the slaughterhouses” (94; 
6:396), was used for the manufacture of cheap 
and easily transportable processed goods, such 
as Plumtree’s, or Bovril meat extract, which ap-
pears in the “Oxen of the Sun” episode (406; 
14:1547). In “Hades” Bloom had witnessed 
the “divided drove of branded cattle” head-
ed “[f]or Liverpool probably. Roastbeef for 
old England. They buy up all the juicy ones” 
(94; 6:385, 393–94). In “Lestrygonians,” he 
sees what is left of this meat for colonial con-
sumers on the shelves of Davy Byrne’s: “Cauls 
mouldy tripes windpipes faked and minced up. 
Puzzle find the meat” (163; 8:750–51). Tracing 
the branded product back through its political 
and material contingency, Joyce “dereifies” the 
commodity, stripping the polished aura it at-
tains as consumerist image.15

It would have been impossible for a Dubliner 
living in 1904 not to be affected by these com-
mercial relations, which, after all, determined 
the very food on the plate. In fact, the issue was 
openly and vociferously politicized in the first 
decade of the twentieth century, through the 
“Buy Irish” campaign led by D. P. Moran and 

15 Fredric Jameson, “Ulysses in History,” in James Joyce 
and Modern Literature, ed. W. J. McCormack and Alistair 
Stead (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), 135.
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Arthur Griffith. Publishing in the nationalist 
press, these and other nationalist leaders argued 
stridently for the boycotting of British goods, 
naming and shaming local companies that 
chose English suppliers over domestic com-
petitors, and exposing British companies that 
attempted to circumvent growing nationalist 
commitment by disguising their Britishness 
with stock Irish brand names. Joyce was an ear-
ly supporter of the campaign, staying up to date 
with Griffith’s editorials from abroad, and writ-
ing to his brother in defense of the “Buy Irish” 
program; “fighting England with the knife and 
fork,” he said, was “the highest form of politi-
cal warfare” (L II 129; JJ 238). It is consistent 
with this position that Joyce has Bloom think 
approvingly of Griffith in “Lestrygonians,” for 
his materially oriented politics and his disdain 
for sentimental “gas about our lovely land” 
(156; 8:463–64).

Yet in the charged environment in which he 
is placed, Bloom’s attitude to the commodities 
that surround him are not consistently anti-
colonial. Gazing in the window of an optician’s 
on the corner of Grafton Street, he sees Goerz 
lenses for sale, and thinks of “Germans making 
their everywhere. Sell on easy terms to cap-
ture trade. Undercutting” (158; 8:554–55). Far 
removed from “Buy Irish” concerns, this is a 
received British imperialist sentiment – wide-
spread at the turn of the century – reflecting 
the growth in German industrial production 
under the Kaiserreich. In 1903, Chamberlain 
had called for tariffs upon German goods en-
tering British colonies and disrupting imper-
ial trade, marshaling the rhetoric of the day in 
declaring that “the Empire is being attacked 
on all sides, and in our isolation we must 
look to ourselves.”16 By the time Joyce wrote 
“Lestrygonians,” in the final year of the First 
World War, the martial rhetoric had given way 
to reality.

The “Lestrygonians” episode, then, pres-
ents Dublin’s consumer culture in all its com-
plexity. Bloom’s experience in Grafton Street 
registers the exotic, phantasmagoric aura of 
the commodity under late capitalism, where 

16 G. A. Vince, Mr Chamberlain’s Proposals: What They 
Mean and What We Shall Gain from Them (London: 
Grant Richards, 1903), 13.

material is converted to image through the 
spectacle of advertising. At the same time, as 
with the Plumtree’s Potted Meat example, this 
image is demystified, the product reduced to 
its unsavory member parts. Finally, as briefly 
suggested by the contrast between Bloom’s ap-
proving thoughts of Griffith, the “Buy Irish” 
nationalist, and his British imperialist reflec-
tions on the Goerz lenses, Joyce maps the over-
determined political and ideological forces that 
governed Irish consumption, portraying their 
effect upon the thoughts and actions of his fic-
tional consumer.

With this last example in particular, we also 
see another challenge in negotiating Joyce’s 
“initial style.” Meaning is created in the inter-
play between Bloom’s inner world and the 
outer world of 1904 Dublin. Yet as the Goerz 
scene suggests, this interplay is not unmediat-
ed, but conditioned by the greater social, ideo-
logical, and discursive contexts within which 
Joyce wrote and situated his work. The reader 
is therefore tasked not only with interpreting 
the way in which Bloom responds to his en-
vironment, but also in tracing the ideological 
forces that shape those responses – forces not 
described, and evident only in their effects.

Yet if these greater contexts appear remote 
and overwhelming to the twenty-first- century 
reader, it may be reassuring to know that 
many of Joyce’s contemporaries felt the same 
way. Wyndham Lewis complained in his 1927 
study, Time and Western Man, that Ulysses pre-
sents “a suffocating […] expanse of objects, all 
of them lifeless, the sewage of a Past twenty 
years old.”17 With his notoriously obsessive at-
tention to detail, Joyce created a world that was 
by 1922 – post-War, and on the cusp of Irish 
Independence – already a past order. In other 
words, the discursive and ideological demands 
that the novel places upon today’s reader are 
not created by our historical or geographical 
distance, but are an interpretive problem built 
into the text itself.

Epitomizing the challenges of the ear-
lier chapters of Ulysses, “Lestrygonians” pre-
sents Joyce’s “initial style” in its finished 
form, carefully harmonized in technique, 

17 Wyndham Lewis, Time and Western Man (London: 
Chatto & Windus, 1927), 108.
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 characterization, Homeric allusion, language, 
and theme, with a politics loaded by Joyce’s 
incorporation of real-world commodities and 
the ideologies that surround them. By the 
time Bloom returns at length, in the “Sirens” 
episode, Joyce has developed a radically new 
aesthetic, in which the stylistic experimenta-
tion and parody introduced with the “Aeolus” 

captions take precedence over inner and outer 
world alike. First-time readers of Ulysses will 
soon be in uncharted waters. Grasping the dy-
namics of “Lestrygonians,” moving back and 
forth between its internal and external narra-
tive registers, with an eye to context, allows the 
clinching of reading strategies ready for the 
trickier straits to follow.
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lemon platt: lemon-fl avored candy stick. chistian 
brother: the Irish Christian Brothers, Catholic 
teaching organization with temporary vows. 
Lozenge and comfi t manufacturer to His 
Majesty the King: slogan of confectioner Lemon 
& Co., Ltd. comfi t: fruit, nut, or spice coated with 
sugar candy. jujubes: lozenges made of gelatin 
and fl avored with fruit. Y. M. C. A.: Young Men’s 
Christian Association. Graham Lemon’s: Lemon 
& Co., 49 Lower Sackville. throwaway: disposable 
fl yer. Blood of the Lamb: from Revelations 
7:14–17. kidney burntoffering: made to the gods 
by Odysseus and his men, also a feature of ancient 

Jewish rituals. druids’: ancient Celtic priestly and 
learned caste. Elijah is coming: Jewish belief that 
Elijah will return to announce the Messiah, Malachi 
4:5–6. Torry and Alexander: American evangelists 
Reuben Archer Torrey (1856–1928) and Charles 
McCallon Alexander (1867–1920) visited Dublin 
in 1904. Polygamy: charge brought against Dowie. 
Pepper’s ghost idea: staged illusion of ghostly 
presence created by John Pepper in the 1870s. Iron 
nails ran in: Bloom’s version of I.N.R.I; see 78. 
Butler’s monument house corner: George Butler’s 
Monument House, musical instrument warehouse, 34 
Bachelor’s Walk.

G 8:20
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Dillon’s auctionrooms: 25 Bachelor’s Walk. 
Lobbing: moving heavily or clumsily. priest won’t 
give the confession, the absolution: in Catholicism, 
contraception is a sin but can be absolved through 
contrition and penance. Increase and multiply: 
Genesis 1:28. Living on the fat of the land: Genesis 
45:18. black fast: severe fast. Yom Kippur: Hebrew, 
“Day of Atonement.” Crossbuns: bun indented with a 
cross, consumed on Good Friday. collation: light meal 
permitted during fast days. A housekeeper of one […] 
out of her: Bloom desires to know the reality of priests’ 

private lives. L. s. d: pounds, shillings, and pence. 
Watching his water: keeping a close eye on people. 
fl itters: tatters, rags. marge: margarine. Brewery 
barge with export stout: stout from Guinness’s 
Brewery was transported in barges to the docks. puke 
again like christians: play on the mid-nineteenth 
century notion of “Muscular Christianity,” which 
championed patriotic duty, discipline, self-sacrifi ce, and 
manliness. thirtytwo feet per sec: abbreviated version 
of the rate of acceleration of falling bodies. Erin’s 
King: Dublin sightseeing boat; see 64.

G 8:60

G 8:40
insert fullstop after 
reverence
for mum’s read Mum’s
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Shakespeare has no rhymes: Bloom might think this 
because many of Shakespeare’s famous speeches are 
unrhymed. Hamlet, I am […] walk the earth: after 
Hamlet (as the Ghost says he is to “walk the night”). 
Australians they must be this time of year: from 
the southern hemisphere, due to seasonal availability. 
Banbury cakes: pastry with mince fi lling from Banbury 
in Oxfordshire, England. Manna: God sends manna to 
feed the Israelites as they wander through the desert, 
Exodus 16. Live on fish, fi shy fl esh (G, inclusion). 

Anna Liffey: Abhainn na Life, Irish, “river of the Plain 
of Life” Wonder what kind […] live on them: from 
Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719); the swan is considered 
unclean in Leviticus and Deuteronomy. They spread 
foot and mouth disease too: there is no evidence of 
this. Kino’s: J. C. Kino, West End Clothiers Co., 12 
College Green. greenhouses: men’s public urinals, 
painted green. Dr Hy Franks: pseudonym of Adam 
J. Farlow, who posed as a doctor selling fake cures for 
venereal diseases. on the q.t.: on the quiet.

G 8:100
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Time ball on the ballast offi ce is down: positioned 
on top of the Ballast Offi ce, headquarters to the 
supervisors of Dublin Harbour, at the corner of 
Westmoreland Street and Aston Quay, a four-foot 
copper ball ball would drop at 1 p.m. GMT everyday 
for the setting of ships’ chronometers. Dunsink 
time: Dublin time was twenty-fi ve minutes behind 
Greenwich Mean Time and displayed on a clock on the 
Ballast Offi ce connected by telegraph wire to Dunsink 
Observatory, Phoenix Park. Parallax: the apparent 
shift in position of an object caused by the observer’s 

movement. Par it’s Greek: prefi x, para, “besides, close 
to.” Met him pikehoses: Molly’s mispronunciation 
of “metempsychosis”; see 62. big Ben: Ben Dollard. 
baron of beef: joint consisting of two sirloins left 
uncut at the backbone. number one Bass: Bass 
Pale Ale brewed by Bass, Ratcliff, and Gretton, Ltd, 
Staffordshire, England. skilly: porridge or gruel made 
from oatmeal and water. Boyl: no: M’Glade’s: Boylan 
has an advertising agency; B. McGlade, advertising 
agent, 42 Abbey Street. Pillar of salt: Genesis 
19:24–26; see 59.

G 8:120

G 8:140

for time ball read timeball
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ruck: crowd. Tranquilla convent: Rathmines Terrace, 
founded 1833. Feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel: 
the founding of the Carmelite order was celebrated on 
July 16, or the following Sunday. dripping: fat exuded 
by cooking meat. Pat Claffey: Patricia, daughter of Mrs 
M. Claffey, pawnbroker, 65–66 Amiens Street. barbed 
wire: invented by Lucien B. Smith, William B. Hunt, 
and Michael Kelly. Rover cycleshop: 23 Westmoreland 
Street. Those races are on today: College sports; 
see 83. the big fi re at Arnott’s: on May 4, 1894, a fi re 
consumed an entire block of Sackville (O’Connell) 
Street from Henry Street to Prince’s Street. Glencree 

dinner: annual fundraising dinner for St Kevin’s 
Reformatory, County Wicklow. Alderman Robert 
O’Reilly: Dublin politician and merchant tailor, 8 
Parliament Street. for the inner alderman: the inner 
man, one’s appetite. Sugarloaf: Great Sugar Loaf and 
Little Sugar Loaf Mountains, southeast of Dublin. 
Dockrell’s: Thomas Dockrell & Sons, Ltd, contractors, 
decorators, land and estate agents, 47–49 Lower 
Stephen Street. daguerrotype: early photographic 
process. Pendennis: Penrose; The History of Pendennis 
(1850), novel by William Makepeace Thackeray 
(1811–63).

G 8:160
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Winds that blow from the south: from “Whisper, 
and I Shall Hear,” by G. Hubi Newcombe, music 
by M. Piccolomini. that lodge meeting on about 
those lottery tickets: Bloom was arrested for selling 
tickets to a foreign lottery (the Royal and Privileged 
Hungarian Lottery), which was illegal in 1904, and 
his Freemason connections came to his assistance. the 
supper room or oakroom of the mansion house: 
Mansion House, Dawson Street, offi cial residence of 

Dublin’s lord mayor. high school: Erasmus Smith 
High School, 40 Harcourt Street; founded 1870; Yeats 
was an alumnus. sot: fool. May be for months and 
may be for never: paraphrasing the song “Kathleen 
Mavourneen” (Kathleen Darling), by Annie Barry 
Crawford, music by Frederick W. N. Crouch. busk: 
rigid element of center and front of a corset. on the 
baker’s list: well; literally, eating again. bad penny: 
ne’er do well.

G 8:200

G 8:220
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Your funeral’s tomorrow […] Diddlediddle ...: 
from two songs, “His Funeral’s Tomorrow” by Felix 
McGlennon, and “Comin’ Through the Rye” by 
Robert Burns. a caution to rattlesnakes: alarming 
enough to startle snakes. He has me heartscalded: 
Dublin idiom, “He’ll be the death of me.” jampuffs: 
jam-fi lled pastry. rolypoly: pudding made up of 
pastry covered up with jam and rolled. Harrison’s: 
Harrison & Co., confectioners, 29 Westmoreland 
Street. Demerara sugar: cane sugar from a region 

of Guyana. Penny dinner […] to the table: the 
Christian Union building, 12 Lower Abbey Street, 
hosted free breakfasts and dinners with cutlery 
tethered to the table. her handbag, chipped 
leather. Hatpin (G, inclusion). barging: speaking 
roughly, abusively. new moon: there was a new 
moon over Dublin on June 13, 1904; superstition 
associates moonlight with madness. Indiges: possibly 
indigestion. the ace of spades: card of ill luck in 
fortune telling.

G 8:240
insert comma after 

leather
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U. P. : up: U. p: up (G, correction of this and all 
following instances); Bloom spells and reads the 
word aloud; various explanations have been offered 
but most likely source is the expression used by the 
apothecary’s apprentice in Dickens’ Oliver Twist 

(1838) to euphemistically announce an imminent 
death, “it’s all U.P. there.” toque: hat or headdress. 
lying-in hospital: National Maternity Hospital on 
Holles Street. three days bad: in labor for three 
days.

G 8:260

G 8:280

for long’ read long
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glass: monocle. Blown in from the bay: newcomer, 
not yet accepted. Meshuggah: Yiddish, “mad, 
crazy, eccentric.” Off his chump: out of his mind. 
dangling stick, umbrella, dustcoat: dangling 
stickumbrelladustcoat (G, correction). Going the 
two days: (Dublin slang) behaving in an over the top 

manner. mosey: fool. the Scotch House: pub run by 
James Weir & Co., Ltd, 6–7 Burgh Quay. a feast for 
the gods: “Let’s carve him, as a Dish fi t for the Gods,” 
Julius Caesar (ii.i.173). Irish Times: daily morning 
newspaper, 31 Westmoreland Street, where Bloom has 
placed an ad.

G 8:300

G 8:320
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Got the provinces now: the Irish Times’ circulation. 
Resp: Respectable. James Carlisle: James Carlyle, 
manager, director of the Irish Times. Ca’canny: 
Scots, drive gently, move cautiously. hunks: miser. 
vicereine: viceroy’s wife. Irish Field: weekly racing 
paper. enlargement: release of the fox. Rathoath: 
town northwest of Dublin. Uneatable fox: fox-hunting 
is “the unspeakable in full pursuit of the uneatable,” 
in Oscar Wilde’s A Woman of No Importance (1893). 
Pothunters: hunting for sustenance. not for Joe: title 
of an 1850s American song by A. Lloyd. while you’d 
say knife: quickly. Stubbs the park ranger: Henry G. 

Stubbs, Board of Public Works. Scavening: Scavenging 
(G, correction). educational dairy. Y. M. C. A. 
Eating with (G, inclusion). Theodore’s cousin: 
Mortimer Edward Purefoy worked in the Treasury 
Remembrancer’s Offi ce. the Three Jolly Topers: 
Irish folk song; possibly The Jolly Toper, public house, 
Cardiffsbridge, near Finglas; toper, hard drinker. 
t.t’s: teetotalers. Dog in the manger: person who 
keeps something despite having no use for it. Rowe’s: 
Andrew Rowe’s pub, 2 Great George’s Street South. 
the Burton: the Burton Hotel and Billiard Rooms, 18 
Duke Street.

G 8:360
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Bolton’s Westmoreland house: William Bolton & 
Co., grocers tea, wine and spirit merchants, 35–36 
Westmoreland Street. vinegared handkerchief: used 
to reduce fevers and ease headaches. Twilightsleep: 
sedative given to women at childbirth. Nine she 
had: Queen Victoria had nine children. good layer: 
productive hen. Suppose he was consumptive: 
Prince Albert died of typhoid fever; consumption was 
thought to make sufferers sexually overactive. the 
pensive bosom of the silver effulgence: from a Dan 
Dawson speech. Flapdoodle: empty talk. Mrs Moisel: 
gave birth to a daughter two weeks after Milly’s birth. 

Phthisis: progressive wasting disease; treatment 
involved fresh air. Tom Wall’s: Thomas J. Wall, King’s 
Counsel, chief divisional magistrate of the Dublin 
Police District, 26 Longford Terrace, Monkstown. 
Snuffy: easily annoyed. Goose green: Goosegreen 
Avenue in Drumcondra, north of Dublin. Mackerel: 
fi sh; mediator, agent; (slang) pimp, bawd. debouched: 
issued from a narrow or confi ned place. College 
street: police station at the eastern end of College 
Street. Policeman’s lot is oft a happy one: inversion 
of “A policeman’s lot is not a happy one,” from Gilbert 
and Sullivan’s Pirates of Penzance (1880).

G 8:380
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Tommy Moore’s roguish fi nger: the statue of 
Thomas Moore is pointing; Moore was called 
“roguish” by Francis Mahony for copying French 
and Latin texts. meeting of the waters […] world a 
vallee: from Moore’s “The Meeting of the Waters.” 
could a tale unfold: Hamlet (i.v.15–16). G man: 
detective in the elite plain-clothes G division, 
Dublin Metropolitan Police. lagged: arrested. 
bridewell: jail. hornies: constables. Manning’s: T. J. 
Manning’s pub, 41 Upper Abbey Street. souped: in 
trouble. the Trinity jibs: fi rst-year undergraduates. 
Wheels within wheels: from Ezekiel 1:16. Give 

me in charge: hand over in custody. We’ll hang 
Joe Chamberlain […] sourapple tree: from the 
American Civil War song “John Brown’s Body.” 
Vinegar Hill: decisive battle in the Irish Rebellion of 
1798. Butter exchange band: musical group formed 
by members of the dairyman’s guild, the Butter 
Exchange. whether on the scaffold high: from the 
song “God Save Ireland,” by Timothy Daniel Sullivan 
(1827–1914). Harvey Duff: police informer in the 
play The Shaughraun, by Boucicault. twig: to perceive, 
discern. Squarepushing: military expression for 
romancing a woman.
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Decoy duck: lure. James Stephens’ idea […] his 
own ring: the Irish Republican Brotherhood (IRB) 
was structured as separate cells to limit infi ltration. 
Sinn Fein: Irish, “we ourselves”; a publication and 
then a political movement, both founded by Arthur 
Griffi th. Back out you get the knife: those who 
betrayed the IRB were subject to assasination. 
Turnkey’s daughter […] their very noses: James 
Stephens’s escape; see 43. Lusk: coastal village, 
County Dublin. Garibaldi: Giuseppe Garibaldi 
(1807–82), Italian general, patriot, and republican, 
fought Austrian forces and contributed to Italian 

unifi cation. squareheaded: sensible. go: dash, energy. 
to gas: to talk idly. Gammon and spinach: nonsense, 
deceit. Dublin Bakery Company’s tearoom: Dublin 
Bread Company, 27 Stephen Street; restaurants 3–4 
St Stephen’s Green North, 33 Dame Street, and 6–7 
Sackville Street. Michaelmas: September 29. apron: 
skin that covers the belly of a goose. Penny roll and 
a walk with the band: the Salvation Army offered 
individuals a penny’s worth of bread in exchange for 
walking in the parade to announce their conversion. 
Home Rule sun rising up in the northwest: the 
banner of the Freeman’s Journal; see 55.
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bread and onions: cheap food. Big stones left. 
Round towers: remnants of ancient Irish druid stone 
circles or burial mounds and medieval monasteries. 
jerrybuilt: built to sell but not to last. Kerwan’s 
mushroom houses: low-cost houses built by 
Michael Kirwan, contractor, for the Dublin Artisans’ 
Dwellings Company. reverend Dr Salmon: tinned 
salmon: Rev. George Salmon (1819–1904), provost 
of Trinity College; tinned: (slang) wealthy. Walter 
Sexton’s widow: Walter Sexton, goldsmith, jeweler, 
silversmith, and watchmaker, 118 Grafton Street. 
Charley Boulger: Charley Kavanagh (G, correction): 
Dublin city Marshall (1891–94). Mad Fanny: Frances 

Isabel Parnell (1848–82), poetess, Parnell’s sister. Mrs 
Dickinson: Emily Parnell Dickinson (1841–1928), 
Parnell’s sister; married Captain Arthur Dickinson. 
surgeon M’Ardle: John S. McArdle, Fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; surgeon at St 
Vincent’s Hospital, Dublin. David Sheehy: (1844–
1932), beat John Howard Parnell for the South Meath 
seat in 1903. the Chiltern Hundreds: symbolic 
offi ce with no real duties. Eating orangepeels in 
the park: to annoy Protestant Orangemen, Irish 
nationalists would eat oranges at events in Phoenix 
Park. Of the twoheaded […] with a Scotch accent: 
A. E.’s words.

G 8:500
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Coming events cast their shadows before: from 
the ballad “Lochiel’s Warning” (1802), by Thomas 
Campbell (1777–1844). homespun: A. E. wore clothes 
from coarse hand-woven fabric to promote Irish 
cottage industry. vegetarian: A. E. was not a strict 
vegetarian; vegetarianism was a Theosophical practice. 
weggebobbles: vegetables. the eyes of that cow 
[…] through all eternity: notion espoused by Annie 
Besant, Theosophist, in The Ancient Wisdom (1897). 
bloater: cow suffering from painful stomach distention, 

usually from inappropriate fodder. nutsteak: meat 
substitute made from nuts. They cook in soda: boiling 
in water with baking soda preserves chlorophyll. 
Yeates and Son: Opticians and manufacturers of 
mathematical instruments, 2 Grafton Street. old 
Harris’s: Morris Harris, jeweler, 30 Nassau Street. 
young Sinclair: William Sinclair, grandson of Morris 
Harris. Goerz lenses: German optical manufacturer. 
Limerick junction: major railroad junction in County 
Tipperary.
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Lombard street west. Looking up from the 
back garden. Terrifi c explosions (G, inclusion): 
1894 was the peak of an eleven-year cycle of sunspots. 
total eclipse this year: September 9, 1904; not visible 
in Dublin. Dunsink: the Trinity College observatory 
in Phoenix Park was open to the public the fi rst 
Saturday of the month. professor Joly: Charles Jasper 
Joly (1864–1906), Andrews’ Professor of Astronomy 
at Trinity College, Astronomer Royal of Ireland, 
Director of the Observatory. Cap in hand goes 
through the land: Irish proverb, humbleness is more 
effective than arrogance. Gas, then solid […] frozen 

rock: nebular hypothesis of the universe by Pierre-
Simon de Laplace (1749–1827). la Maison Claire: 
Court Dressmaker, 4 Grafton Street. The full moon: 
May 29, 1904. the Tolka […] Fairview: the Tolka 
river empties into Dublin Bay at Fairview. The young 
May moon: song by Thomas Moore. Touch fi ngers: 
(slang) have sexual interourse. Adam court: off 
Grafton Street. cherchez la femme: French, “fi nd the 
woman,” meaning a woman is to blame. chummies: 
chimney sweep’s assistants. Sloping: wandering. 
Empire: Empire Buffet, pub and restaurant, 1–3 Adam 
Court.
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Pat Kinsella: owner of the Harp Musical Hall, 
cabaret, 1–3 Adam Court. Whitbred: James W. 
Whitbread (1847–1916), manager of the Queen’s 
Royal Theatre, Great Brunswick Street. Broth of 
a boy: exemplary boy. Dion Boucicault business 
[…] poky bonnet: Whitbred staged and acted in 
plays by Irish-born Boucicault, whose works featured 
stage Irishmen. Three Purty Maids from School: 
“Three Little Maids from School,” from Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s Mikado. More power: expression to give 
encouragement. The harp that once did starve 
us all: after Thomas Moore’s “The Harp that Once 

through Tara’s Halls.” Grafton street: shopping 
street in Dublin. chawbacon: unsophisticated person. 
Brown Thomas: Brown Thomas & Co., milliners and 
drapers, 15–17 Grafton Street. huguenots brought 
that here: French Huguenot refugees to Ireland in the 
late seventeenth century brought expertise in textiles. 
La causa è santa […] bom bom bom: Italian, “the 
cause is sacred,” from Les Huguenots, 1836 opera by 
Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791–1864); Lacaus esant tara 
tara (G, correction). Women won’t pick […] cuts lo: 
superstition that picking up pins divides the affections. 
Agendath Netaim: society of planters; see 58.
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Burton: restaurant; see 153. Combridge’s corner: 
Combridge & Co., picture depot, print sellers, 20 
Grafton Street. halfmasticated gristle: gums: no teeth 
(G, inclusion). See ourselves as others see us: from 
Burns’s “To a Louse”; see 6. That last pagan king 
[…] him to Christianity: from the poem “The Burial 
of King Cormac,” by Sir Samuel Ferguson (1810–86); 

Cormac was reputedly the fi rst convert to Christianity 
in Ireland. galoptious: delightful. plug: cake or stick 
of tobacco. stale of ferment. His gorge rose. 
Couldn’t eat (G, inclusion). tootles: nursery word 
for teeth. Look at this picture then on that: “Look 
here, upon this picture, and on this,” Hamlet (iii.iv.53). 
Scoffi ng: devouring.
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Safer to eat from his three hands: from the 
expression “You could eat faster if you had three 
hands.” Rock, the bailiff: Captain Rock, nickname 
of nineteenth-century rebels who punished bailiffs 
for oppressing tenants. Unchster Bunk: Munster 
Bank. Gobstuff: mouthful of food. porringers: small 
earthenware, or wood, basins. tommycans: lunch 
cans. every mother’s son: everyone; A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream (i.ii.81). don’t talk of […] provost of 
Trinity: from the ballad “Father O’Flynn,” by Alfred 
Percival Graves (1846–1931). children, cabmen, 
priests, parsons, fi eldmarshals, archbishops: 
children cabmen priests parsons fi eldmarshals 

archbishops (G, correction). Ailesbury road, Clyde 
road: two fashionable Dublin streets. artisans’ 
dwellings north Dublin union: housing built by 
the Dublin Artisans’ Dwellings Company for the 
working poor. gingerbread coach: ornate coach 
used by Dublin’s lord mayor on special occasions. 
bathchair: similar to a wheelchair. sir Philip 
Crampton’s fountain: statue and fountain furnished 
with drinking cups. make hares of them all: show 
their ignorance, from “Father O’Flynn.” fl itches: 
salted and cured side of bacon. City Arms Hotel: 
renters hotel, 55 Prussia Street. table d’hôte: fi xed-
price meal.
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tabloids: pills. Staggering bob: three-day-old calf, 
slaughtered for veal. Bubble and squeak: boiled 
potatoes and cabbage. lights: lungs. Rawhead 
and bloody bones: boogeyman in Irish folklore. 
Top and lashers: butcher’s expression, head and 
tail of an animal. decline: any wasting disease. 
Shandygaff: beer and ginger ale. Ham and his 
descendants mustered and bred there: after 
Charles C. Bombaugh’s Gleanings for the Curious from 
the Harvest Fields of Literature, “The tribe of Ham 
was bred there and mustered,” after Genesis 9:20–21. 
up a plumtree: cornered; trapped by an unwanted 

pregnancy. cauls: amniotic membrane. No meat 
and milk together: Jewish dietary rule. Hygiene 
that was: some Jewish dietary rules coincide with 
hygienic practices. Yom kippur fast spring cleaning 
of inside: the day-long Yom Kippur fast in early 
autumn. Slaughter of innocents: Matthew 2:16–18. 
Eat, drink and be merry: Ecclesiastes 8:15. casual 
wards: outpatient clinic. Cheese digests all but 
itself: expression dating from the sixteenth century, 
referring to the action of rennet in the production of 
cheese. Mighty cheese: mity cheese (G, correction): 
rich with cheese mites. 
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God made food, the devil the cooks: “God sends 
meat, and the Devil sends the cooks,” John Taylor 
(1580–1653), English poet. grog: spirits and water. 
curate: bartender. hauched: hanched (G, correction). 

haunched: hanch, Scots dialect, “to snatch, snap, or 
bite violently.” Pub clock fi ve minutes: clocks in pubs 
were set ahead to assist the enforcement of closing 
times.
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won again that soldier: Hiberno-English, won against 
that soldier. Portobello barracks: housed the South 
Dublin Division of the Dublin Military District. 
kipper: young person. county Carlow: county south of 
Dublin. Whose smile upon […] such replete: from 
“In Happy Moments Day by Day,” from the 1845 opera 
Maritana, music by William Vincent Wallace (1814–65), 
libretto by Edward Fitzball (1792–1873). Too much 

fat on the parsnips: excessively fl attering. logwood: 
astringent used in medicines; expression, following its 
use to color adulterated wine. Vintners’ sweepstakes: 
race owned by pub owners, giving them an advantage 
in betting. seven to one against Saint Amant a 
fortnight before: Saint Amant, a colt owned by M. 
Leopold de Rothschild, won the Derby, held the night 
before the Coronation Cup.
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John O’Gaunt: horse in the Epsom Derby. champing: 
munching like a horse. Johnny Magories: Hiberno-
English, the fruit of the dog rose. Bleibtreustrasse: 
address of the Agendath Netaim society of planters; 
see 58. Fizz and Red Bank oysters: champagne and 
oysters from the red-bank beds in County Clare, also 
Burton Bindon’s Red Bank Restaurant; see 89. June has 
no ar no oysters: from the proverb, “never eat oysters 
unless there’s an R in the month.” there are people like 

things high. Tainted game (G, inclusion). Jugged 
hare: hare stewed in wine in an earthenware vessel. 
First catch your hare: stock joke about the fi rst step to 
cooking a hare. Chinese eating eggs […] and green 
again: Chinese culinary practice of preserving eggs in 
clay, ash, and salt. archduke Leopold […] Otto one of 
those Habsburgs: Ludwig II (Ludwig Otto Friedrich 
Wilhelm) (1845–86), king of Bavaria, died under 
mysterious circumstances.
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Hock in green glasses: Hochheimer wine, often 
served in colored glasses to avoid spoiling. Royal 
sturgeon: sturgeon were royal fi sh by an edict of 
Edward II. High sheriff, Coffey […] from his ex: 
William Coffey, butcher, victualler, of Dublin, received 
permission to hunt and sell venison from the high 
sheriff of the county. Master of the Rolls: Right 
Honourable Sir Andrew Marshall Porter (1837–1919), 
whose residence’s kitchen was visible from street 
level. Whitehatted chef like a rabbi: large cylindrical 
ceremonial hat worn by Jewish cantors. Combustible 

duck: fl ambéd. Curly cabbage a la duchesse de 
Parme: savoy cabbage dish. Edward’s desiccated 
soup: brand of powdered soup. Geese stuffed silly 
for them: force-fed to produce foie gras. ptarmigan: 
grouse from the Scottish Highlands. Du, de, la: French, 
“of the.” Micky Hanlon of Moore street: M. and P. 
Hanlon, fi shmongers and ice merchants, 20–21 Moore 
Street. hand over fi rst: hand over fi st (G, correction). 
Mooikill A Aitcha Ha: phonetic version of “Michael A 
H A.” kish of brogues: basket of shoes. seedcake: cake 
with caraway seeds.
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Ben Howth: Beinn, Irish, “peak”; peak of the Howth 
peninsula. rhododendrons: woody plants, originally 
from Iberia, that produce large pink fl owers in late 
spring, early summer; presumably naturalised on the 
Howth peninsula from the Rhododendron Gardens. 
library museum: National Museum, paired with the 
National Library, on Kildare Street. Pygmalion and 
Galatea: sculptor and his statue, who comes to life, 
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses; 1871 play by Sir William 
S. Gilbert. tanner lunch: six-penny lunch. Allsop: 

beer manufactured by Samuel Allsopp & Son, Ltd, 30 
Bachelor’s Walk. Nectar: the food of the gods in the 
Odyssey. food, chyle, blood, dung, earth, food: chyle, 
“white milky fl uid formed by pancreatic juice and bile 
on the chyme”; the sequence comes from Giordano 
Bruno’s (1548–1600) Cause, Principle and Unity (1584). 
A man and ready […] to the lees: after “I cannot 
rest from travel: I will drink / Life to the lees,” after 
Tennyson’s “Ulysses” (1842). manly conscious: 
assertive, sovereign.
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Plovers on toast: plover, game bird; (slang) a full-
breasted woman. You can make bacon of that: 
You can be sure of that. the craft: the fraternity of 
Freemasons. Ancient free and accepted order. 
He’s an excellent brother. Light (G, 
inclusion): “Free and Accepted Masons,” the proper 
title of the Freemasons. Light, life and love: related 

to Masonic mottos, communicating the key tenets 
of the fraternity. That was one of the Saint Legers 
of Doneraile: Elizabeth Aldworth (1693–1773), 
daughter of Arthur St Leger, fi rst Viscount Doneraile, 
was caught witnessing a Masonic meeting and was 
admitted to the Lodge to ensure her secrecy. safe: 
sane, dependable.
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Nothing in black and white: mistaken belief that 
Jews cannot sign legal contracts. stone ginger: non-
alcoholic drink; temperance drink. How is the main 
drainage?: Hiberno-English, How’s it going?; also, 

a reference to the Dublin Main Drainage Works; 
Rochford is an engineer for the city. suck whiskey off 
a sore leg: do anything for a drink; alcohol was used as 
an antiseptic. dead snip: reliable tip.
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Jamesons: whiskey distilled by John Jameson & Sons, 
49–50 Bow Street. Röntgen rays: X-rays, discovered by 
Wilhelm Konrad von Röntgen (1845–1923), German 
physicist; Bloom imagines that green-colored food 
could be traced by X-rays through the body, perhaps 
because of its contrasting color. Don Giovanni, a 
cenar teco / M’invitastri: Italian, “Don Giovanni, you 

invited me to sup with you and I have come,” from 
Act ii of Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Dutch courage: 
courage brought about by drink. Kilkenny People: 
weekly Kilkenny newspaper. closestools: chamber pot 
enclosed in a chair or box. William Miller, plumber: 
plumber and sanitary contractor, 17 Duke Street. teco: 
Italian, “with you.”
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Two eleven. Prescott’s dyeworks van over 
there. If I get Billy Prescott’s ad: 
two fi fteen (G, inclusion); see 80. On the pig’s 
back: Hiberno-English, well off, in luck. Brighton, 
Margate: English seaside resorts. Those lovely 
seaside girls: “Seaside Girls”; see 60. John Long’s: P. 
J. Long, grocer and wine merchant, 52 Dawson Street. 
Gray’s: Katherine Gray, confectioner, 13 Duke Street. 
reverend Thomas Connellan’s bookstore: Reverend 
Thomas Connellan, bookshop, 51b Dawson Street. 
Why I left the church of Rome: 1883 pamphlet by the 
Reverend Charles Pascal Telesphore Chiniquy (1809–

99) who converted to Presbyterianism in 1858. Bird’s 
Nest. Women run him: Bird’s Nest women run him (G, 
correction); “Bird’s Nest,” institution for impoverished 
children at the Protestant Missionary Society, 19–20 
York Street, Kingstown (Dún Laoghaire). they used to 
give pauper children soup: many soup kitchens were 
run by Protestant groups Society over the way […] 
of poor jews: The Society for Promoting Christianity 
among the Jews, 45 Molesworth Street. stripling: 
young man. Molesworth street: runs from Dawson 
Street to Kildare Street. Drago’s: perfumer and 
hairdresser; see 66.
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Behind a bull: in front of a horse: proverbial 
wisdom, avoid the bull’s horns and the horse’s 
back kick. volume. Weight or size of it, 
something blacker than the dark. 
Wonder would he feel it if something was removed 
(G, inclusion). Penrose!: Bloom remembers the 
name; see 148. Dark: Hiberno-English, blind. Smells 
on all sides, bunched together. Each street 

different smell. Each person too (G, inclusion). 
Stewart institution: Stewart Institution for Imbecile 
Children and Hospital for Mental Diseases, 40 
Molesworth Street. Postoffi ce: Town Sub-Post 
Offi ce, Money Order and Savings Bank Offi ce, 4 
Molesworth Street. Stationer’s: E. F. Grant & Co., 
scriveners, typewriters, law and general stationers, 1–2 
Molesworth Street.
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Levenston’s dancing academy piano: Mrs P. M. 
Levenston’s dancing academy, 35 South Frederick 
Street. Doran’s public house: Michael Doran’s 
pub, 10 Molesworth Street. All those women […] 
Holocaust: 1,030 people perished when the General 
Slocum caught fi re and sank in the East River in 
New York City, June, 5 1904. Karma: concept that a 
person’s actions in one state of existence determine his 
fate in the next. freemason’s hall: 17–18 Molesworth 
Street. Solemn as Troy: Rev. John Thomas Troy 
(1739–1823), Catholic archbishop of Dublin. Tales 
of the bench […] bluecoat school: Falkiner, on 

the board of governors of the school, wrote Literary 
Miscellanies: Tales of the Bench and Assizes (1909); assize: 
civil and criminal court. recorder’s court: highest 
court of Dublin. Sends them to the rightabout: 
force them to retreat. strawcalling: tongue-lashing; 
Falkiner was notoriously anti-Semitic. Mirus bazaar: 
Joyce moved its opening from May 31 to June 16. 
The Messiah was fi rst given for that: the premiere 
of Handel’s Messiah, in 1742, at the Music Hall, 
Fishamble Street, was a benefi t for Mercer’s Hospital. 
Ballsbridge […] Keyes: see 112. quoped: palpitated, 
throbbed.
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Sir Thomas Deane designed: Irish architects Sir 
Thomas Newenham Deane (1828–99) and his son 
Sir Thomas Manly Deane (1851–1933) designed 
the paired buildings of the National Library and 

Museum. Sir Thomas Deane was the Greek 
architecture: Bloom’s thoughts are becoming 
scrambled here; the Deanes adopted a Palladian style 
for the buildings.
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